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ABSTRACT

Several institutes are operating cloud platforms that offer
Web API access to Ising computers such as quantum anneal-
ing machines. Platform users can solve complex combinatorial
optimization problems by using hybrid algorithms that utilize
both users’ conventional digital computers and remote Ising
computers. However, communication via the Internet takes
an order of magnitude longer time than optimization on Ising
computers. This overheads seriously degrade the performance
of hybrid algorithms since they involve frequent communica-
tion. In this poster, we first state issues in the design of Ising
computing platforms, including communication overheads.
Then, we answer the issues by introducing the computing
platform for the coherent Ising machine (CIM), an Ising
computer based on photonics technologies. Our platform of-
fers efficient CIM-digital communication by allowing users
to execute their program on digital computers co-located
with the CIM. We have released the platform to our research
collaborators in this autumn and started the evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although computing performance is approaching saturation
due to the limit of Moore’s Law, we are still facing complex
problems that overwhelm today’s conventional digital com-
puters. Combinatorial optimization is one of such problems
and ubiquitously appears in scientific and industrial problems
[11, 16, 17, 22]. Various instances of combinatorial optimiza-
tion are reducible to a search problem for the ground state of
the Ising model [18]. The Ising model is a theoretical model
that represents a network of spins. Spin 𝜎𝑖 takes one of the
two states, up (+1) or down (−1). Letting 𝐽𝑖𝑗 and ℎ𝑖 be the
strengths of an interaction and a magnetic field, respectively,
the ground state is defined as the spin configuration that min-
imizes the Ising Hamiltonian 𝐻 = −

∑︀
𝑖<𝑗 𝐽𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑖𝜎𝑗 −

∑︀
𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝜎𝑖.

To overcome the performance limitation of digital com-
puters, several institutes have developed computers special-
ized for Ising optimization such as quantum annealing ma-
chines [5, 12] and quantum-inspired semiconductor processors

[21, 24]. We term them Ising computers in this poster. We are
also developing the coherent Ising machine (CIM) [15] and
call our implementation LASOLV (laser solver). While their
only function is to solve limited-scale Ising problems, hybrid
use with digital computers enables Ising computers to solve
complex problems [10, 19, 25]. For example, decomposition
heuristics solve large Ising problems by iteratively generating
a small subproblem on digital computers and solving it with
Ising computers [4, 20, 23]. Thus, Ising computers are widely
applicable to real-world use cases.

For promoting the use of Ising computers, some of them are
provided as remote computing resources on cloud platforms
[2, 9]. Platform users execute their program on local digital
computers, and the program offloads Ising optimization to
the platform by making a Web API request. However, the
existing platforms are blind to the issue of communication
overheads. Communication time through the Internet is on
the order of at least 10 milliseconds [14], and it is too long
to fully profit from Ising computers whose solution time is in
the order of one millisecond [13]. Communication costs affect
the performance of hybrid algorithms even more since they
involve frequent communication between Ising computers
and digital computers. For dealing with real-world problems,
efficient communication is as important as hybrid algorithms.

In this poster, we make two contributions: (i) clarifying the
issues in the design of Ising computing platforms, including
communication overheads, and (ii) answering the issues by
introducing LASOLV Computing System (LCS), which is a
platform for LASOLV, our implementation of the CIM. As far
as we know, LCS is the first Ising computing platform that
accepts arbitrary user-defined hybrid algorithms. Specifically,
LCS executes users’ program on digital computers co-located
with the CIM for efficient CIM-digital communication. LCS
offers two more features: the group dispatch for effectively
utilizing multiple CIMs and the layered reduction for pro-
ductive programming. We have released LCS to research
collaborators in this autumn and started evaluation based
on the usage statistics and feedback.

2 COHERENT ISING MACHINE

The CIM [15] is a photonics-based machine that simulates
the Ising model. Figure 1 shows its configuration. Spin 𝜎𝑖 cor-
responds to a phase of the 𝑖-th degenerate optical parametric
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Figure 1: Configuration of the CIM.

oscillator (DOPO) pulse in the loop. The phase sensitive
amplifier (PSA) on the loop most efficiently amplifies 0 or 𝜋
phase components of DOPO pulses, and thus each pulse oscil-
lates only at phases 0 or 𝜋 at above the oscillation threshold.
Each phase corresponds to 𝜎 = −1 and 1, respectively. 𝐽𝑖𝑗

and ℎ𝑖 are set in the problem setting unit (PSU). The CIM
emulates couplings between a pair of pulses via measuring
amplitude of the pulses and feeding back signals calculated in
the PSU for each pulse. The solution is obtained as the final
phase configuration of the pulses. With a high probability,
the pulses take a ground state, which is a phase configuration
that minimizes the energy. Compared with D-Wave 2000Q
[12], the CIM has advantages such as room-temperature op-
eration, all-to-all spin connection, and efficiency in dense
networks [13]. Currently the CIM can simulate up to 2,000
spins; moreover, we are aiming to extend it to 100,000 spins.

3 ISSUES IN PLATFORM DESIGN

In this section, we state three issues in the design of Ising
computing platforms.
Efficiency. As mentioned in Section 1, communication via
the Internet takes an order of magnitude longer time than
Ising optimization. The communication efficiency has increas-
ingly large impacts since the data size of an Ising problem
(i.e., 𝐽𝑖𝑗 and ℎ𝑖) gets larger along with the growth in the
spin capacity of Ising computers. Hence, we must design the
platforms so that communication overheads are minimized.
Extensibility. Ising computers are evolving continuously.
Since new-generation hardware will be developed with new
specifications, the platforms inevitably include heterogeneous
computing resources for Ising optimization. They need to be
utilized effectively and provided in an easy-to-use manner.
Productivity. While by-hand Ising reduction requires spe-
cialized skills and is time-consuming, it is impractical to
provide reduction algorithms for every problem. To handle
broad use cases, we need a universal interface that offers both
convenience and generality.

4 LASOLV COMPUTING SYSTEM

LCS is a platform for computation using the CIM; specifically,
it is a cluster equipped with software such as Slurm [26] for
job scheduling and a Python library for assisting in Ising

Login node Compute node

Run user programs

via the job scheduler

Offload Ising optimization

Internet Storage node

CIM group A CIM group B

…

Figure 2: Configuration of LCS.

reduction. LCS offers the following features that correspond
to the design issues described in Section 3, respectively.
CIM-digital integration. For efficient CIM-digital com-
munication, we integrate the CIMs and digital computers in
the cluster. Figure 2 shows the configuration of LCS. Users
submit their jobs via SSH or JupyterHub [7], and then the
job scheduler executes it on a compute node. When the user
program requests Ising optimization, it is implicitly offloaded
to CIMs with efficient communication in the cluster.
Group dispatch. LCS has a scale-out capability. Since spec-
ifications of the CIMs may vary, LCS makes groups of compat-
ible CIMs. Users can select a target group for the offloading,
and the job scheduler dispatches optimization requests to
one of the CIMs in the group. Note that it is not difficult to
automatically determine a target group from properties of
the Ising problem such as the number of spins. We have not
yet implemented it, but we are going to do it for usability
and effective resource utilization.
Layered reduction. The library provides the following lay-
ers so that users can choose a suitable one: (i) the solver
layer, a set of reduction algorithms for popular NP-hard prob-
lems such as the traveling salesman problem and the graph
coloring problem, (ii) the polynomial layer, the embedded
domain-specific language to convert polynomial objective
functions to Ising problems, and (iii) the Hamiltonian layer,
raw interface of Ising problems. The polynomial layer is help-
ful when the solver layer does not fit users’ problem, or users
need more flexibility for hand tuning. For solving large Ising
problems, the Hamiltonian layer also provides decomposition
heuristics based on previous studies [4, 20, 23].

The LCS library instantly provides users our research-and-
development outcomes such as the decomposition heuristics,
and this is why we have developed our original library while
there are open source libraries for Ising computing [1, 3, 6, 8].

5 CONCLUSION

In this poster, we stated the issues in platform design and
introduced LCS. LCS is available to research collaborators
from this autumn in the small-start configuration, which
consists of a 64-core machine serving as the login-compute-
storage node and one CIM. We are currently evaluating LCS
based on the usage statistics and the feedback.
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